Synopsis

Many great things have been said since the beginning of time. Many are wise, many are funny, and some are both. Wise Words and Quotes presents classic sayings that encourage, inspire, and entertain.
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Customer Reviews

I own numerous quote books (and use them weekly) but none of them are so full of great quotes (pardon the expression) as this one. Every page has numerous quotes that are succinct and interesting for most any reader. The book is lacking when it comes to crediting sources I will admit...but there are just so many gems here in such an accessible format. Many books are ponderous with the amount and number of quotes...this book has about 10 to 15 quotes per page that are pithy, to the point and organized well. (If you really want to find out who said what you can google any quote and usually you will find the original source.)

Quotes are great tools to corroborate your arguments and to stress your points. However, what's the worth of a quote that has no source? As far as it goes, you can make yourself as many as you want without having to buy this book! When I started looking for a quotes book I wanted a book that amasses quotable quotes from famous authors, legendary leaders, respectable scholars, and historical figures! Such quotes would be of great value when you’re writing essay reports, professional CV’s, speeches, and personal statements. Thus when I found this book I thought that...
my search has concluded! Once I received the book though, disappointment grew heavy inside me. The author of this book categorized the quotes under more than 100 topics. At the beginning of the book you find an index of all the topics in the book, which seemed to be a good start. But once you start reading the book you realize that more than 70% of the quotes are mentioned without a source! And to be more disappointing, most of the sources of the remaining 30% are either unrecognizable or irrelevant to topic of the quote! To site an example, I needed quotes about leadership. However, almost all of the quotes were mentioned without sources, an act that labels them "Worthless!" And the few quotes that had sources were quotes from figures who never assumed positions of leadership! It is also worth mentioning that the quotes without sources are not that interesting either. I can collect many quotes from newspapers and magazines that challenge the quality of the quotes in this book. In the end, I totally regret buying this book for the purpose mentioned above. Also, I can't think of any other useful purpose that this book can serve. If you still intend to buy this book, then it might be wise to keep on searching because I'm sure there must be something better out there. Good luck.

You can't go wrong. Contains "beacoup" thoughts. I've read at least three times. Follow the advice of Winston (Churchill) and saturate your brain-regularly. This is one of the best proverb books I've seen!

The book about quotes by Vern McLellan isn’t so bad. It has a nice mixture of biblical quotes, celebrities, and anonymous. It’s divided into several subjects like accomplishment; bravery; choice; direction; experience; fact; goals; home; indolence; kindness; leadership; marriage; neighbors; opportunity; peace; quarrels; riches; smiles; tact; understanding; vision; words; and youth among them. There are plenty of other subjects but I’m going to limit them here for the readers. Anyway, the book miswrote "About the author" but there is nothing about Vern McLellan in the back of my book. Maybe it’s the publisher’s fault. I do think it would have been wise for the author to have included background information regarding the contributors of the quotes to the book. Several quotes are not cited by sources at all. Perhaps from the beginning of time. Anyway it’s not a bad book about quotes but I wished there was more information regarding the contributors. Who were they? What did they accomplish to make them quotable in the first place? There is no index or references regarding the quotes.

As a life-long lover and collector of quotations, I appreciate the savvy selections made by Vern
McLellan for this satisfying book. This collection also pays special attention to Judeo-Christian tradition with extensive quotations from the Holy Bible, spiritual thinkers, and humanistic artists. Perhaps that generous, often noble, bias allows this collection to live up to the promise of its bold title: Wise Words and Quotes. Yet, and this might seem rather picky and academic, providing fuller descriptions of the speakers and context for the quotations would add another layer of substance. Two best practices for quotation collections that the author choose to omit are including the birth/death dates of authors and brief biographical descriptor. Perhaps in the next edition, the author will include this details which would definitely make raise my rating to five stars. As Proverbs 4:1-2 states, "pay attention and grow wiser, for I am giving you good guidance." Finally, I would like to thank McLellan for compiling and organizing this practical, often inspiring collection of wise words. It's a blessing and a worthy accomplishment.

As a fellow quote collector, I have bought nearly every quote book I have ever run across. This is literally the first quote book I have ever seen with hundreds of quotations that do not list the author of the quote...not exactly what most quote lovers are looking for. I did give the book an extra star because I enjoyed the table of contents that seperated the quotes by categories, which most quote books do not do. There are plenty of good quotes in here, but I would advise customers to take advantage of the "Search Inside" function on to make sure that this book is the kind of quote book they are looking for.
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